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**SC 3442    JOHNSON, Samuel F.**
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*BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD*

SC    JOHNSON, Samuel F. [1864]
3442

Telegram, 17 October [1864], from Hopkinsville, Kentucky of Lieutenant Colonel Samuel F. Johnson to Colonel Cicero Maxwell in Bowling Green, Kentucky. He advises that Confederate General Hylan B. Lyon’s troops are in Providence, Kentucky “sweeping every horse mule & man in their course.” Johnson asks for mounted troops and a supply of ammunition to be sent to him at Russellville, Kentucky, failing which Lyon’s troops “will get out with their plunder & hundreds of recruits.”

1 folder. 1 item. Original.
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*SUBJECT ANALYTICS*

Civil War, 1861-1865 – Christian County, 1864
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Destruction and pillage, 1864
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Webster County, 1864
Lyon, Hylan Benton, 1836-1907 – Relating to
Maxwell, Cicero, 1831-1865 – Telegram to
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